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CUB 2.01 

  

Ameren will “endeavor to conservatively manage Scheduled Events so that funding for an Emergency 

Event is available should it be needed.” Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 10.   

A. How will Ameren determine when Scheduled Events should be called? 

B.  What factors will the Company consider as it plans Scheduled Events? 

 

 

RESPONSE 
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The number of Scheduled Events will be a function of expected curtailment hours available to the 

program (which is also a function of MISO funding available), the time of year, MISO market conditions, 

and AIC system load conditions.  The LMR registration with MISO provides for a LMR to be available 

for 4 hours each day, up to 5 days during the summer.  The MISO has infrequently called Emergency 

Events in the past (last called in 2007), but one may expect more frequent Emergency Events in the future 

if capacity in the MISO region (supply) more closely matches demand.  Thus, we do not know if the 

MISO will require all 20 hours for Emergency Events (4 hours/day x 5 days), but past history indicates 

that in the near term, one would expect fewer than 20  

Emergency Event hours called by MISO.   

That said, AIC will endeavor to retain approximately 8 hours of PTR curtailment funding through at least 

early to mid-summer to provide credits to customer in the event MISO calls Emergency Event(s).  This 

approach will help minimize the amount of funding required to borrow from future years, should MISO 

call an Emergency Event later in the summer.   

If funding for more than 8 curtailment hours is available, AIC may schedule a curtailment event to 

coincide with a MISO “maximum generation” declaration.  This alert status indicates that MISO has 

determined the system is stressed, but has not yet reached a level requiring LMR participation in an 

emergency event.  A Scheduled Event may also occur when AIC is expected to experience a system peak 

demand approaching its forecasted maximum annual peak demand.     

AIC will attempt to provide funding received from the MISO for a program year to customers via PTR 

credits within the same program year.  If by late August or early September AIC is still holding funds for 

the program year, a Scheduled Event may be arranged on the day that is expected to produce the greatest 

system demand during that period.  If expected system peaks in late August or September are not within 

90% of the expected annual peak, AIC may forego calling a Scheduled Event and instead use the 

remaining funds to provide credits in the next program year.  
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